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But the corrugation described is upon the edge, leaving within it a
plain, flat body; and no mention is made in the specifications or claims
of either patent of the shape of the openings or prongs, or of any dif-
ferences between them. According to these views, the patent in suit
seems to be wholly without foundation. Bill dismissed.

CUSHMAN PAPER-BOX MACH. CO. v. GODDARD et al.

(Circuit Court, D. Massachusetts. December 5, 1898.)

No. 611.

PATENTS-INFRINGEMENT-PAPER-Box MACHINE.
The Cushman patent. No. 364,161, for an improvement in paper-box

machines, in view of the prior state of the art, and the doubtful utility
of the machine, is limited to the form of mechanism described and shown
in the specification and drawings, and is not infringed by a machine in
which the blank for the box-end is carried into position on the box-body
by different means, which are not the equivalent of those described.

This is a suit in equity by the Cushman Paper-Box Machine Company
against Harry W. Goddard and others for the infringement of a patent.
William A. Macleod, for complainant.
Edward S. Beach, for defendants.

COLT, Circuit Judge. The patent (No. 364,161) upon which this is
suit is brought was granted May 31, 1887, to George H. Cushman, and
relates to an improvement in paper-box machines, whereby a blank
which is to form one end of the box is pasted, and then automatically
fed forward into position above the box-rest, where its pasted sides are
brought into contact with the body of the box. The patentee, in his
specification, says:
")ly invention consists, essentially, in the combination, with a pasting

mechanism, a box-rest, and a presser plate, of an automatically operating
feeder, whereby the pasted end blank is transferred from the pile of blanks
into position to be forced closely in contact with the end of the box-body.
As the end blank is being fed into position under the presser-plate, it travels
in a guide-way, which insures the correct presentation of the end blank to
the box-body, thereby enabllng the end blank to be applied uniformly."

The broad first claim of the patent is the only one in controversy:
"(1) In a machine for the manufacture of paper boxes, a box-rest for the

box-body, and a presser-plate co-operating therewith. pastel's, and guides to
hold the end blanks above said pasters, combined with a reciprocating feeder.
substantially as described, whereby the pasted end blanks are automatically
fed from the guides to a p()sition between the presser-plate and box-rest, to
be united to and form an end of the box-body, substantially as described."

This claim refers to a combination of five elements: (1) A box-rest
for a box-body; (2) a presser-plate co-operating therewith; (3) pastel's;
(4) guides to hold the end blanks above the pastel's; (5) a reciprocating
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feea.er'by which the pasted end blanks are automatically fed from the
guides to a position between the presser-plate and box-rest.
'Only one machine was constructed under the patent prior to the be-
ginning of thls suit, when a second machine was built for the purposes
of this case. While the machine may be practically operative,. neither
its utility nor inventive scope is such as to warrant the court in giving
that liberal construction to the patent which is sometimes done where
the invention marks an important advance in the art. Each of the ele-
ments recited in the first claim was well known at the date of the
invention. It is true that the prior art does not disclose in a box-end
machine the specific combination of all the elements found in the claim.
In paper-box machines, box-rests, presser-plates, pasters, guides to hold
the blanks, and reciprocating feeders were old. In machines for mak-
ing the ends of paper boxes, as shown in the Glazier machine, box-rests,
presser-plates, pasters, and guides to hold the blanks were old. What
Cushman did, was to incorporate a reciprocating feeder into a special
kind of· box machine. While he may be entitled to a patent for the
specific mechanism by Which he accomplished this improvement, and
may hold others as infringers who use the same or what are clearly
equivalent means to bring about the same result, he cannot claim broad-
ly and without limitation the combination of a box-rest, presser-plate,
pasters; to hold the blanks above the pasters, and a reciprocating
feeder by which the pasted end blanks are fed from the guides to a posi-
tion between the presser-plate and box-rest. The prior state of the
art, and the doubtful utility of the machine, forbid the court from
treating this claim of the patent as if it covered a primary invention.
In approaching this claim, we are met with the difficulty as to its

proper construction. It does not in terms include the guide-way, or
the means employed to guide the end blank into position between the
box-rest and presser-plate, and insure its proper presentation to the box-
body. These means constitute a very necessary and important part of
the Cushman device, and are made an element in other claims of the
patent. The claim, after reciting the co-operating elements, says,
"whereby the pasted end blanks are automatically fed from the guides
to a position between the presser-plate and box-rest." Now, it is per-
fectly clear that this cannot be done without the guide-way to hold the
blank, and properly present it to the. box-body. The 'reciprocating
feeder alone will not do this work, and it must co-operate with some
form of guiding mechanism to make the combination operative to ac-
complish the result set forth in the claim. If the claim be construed
literally, and so exclude the guide-way mechanism, it would be inopera-
tive, and shonldperhaps be held to be invalid, in view of the language of
the claim. If the claim be construed to include by implication the
guide-way mechanism, the defendants do not infringe, because that de-
vice or its equivalent is not found in their machine. We do not think
the forward projecting fingers of the reciprocating carrier and the
spring finger.s below the presser-bed in defendants' machine can be said
to be the equiv&lent of the swinging grooved guide rails, f\ of the Cush-
man machIne, upon any principle of construction which can properly be
applied to, this invention.
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But, assuming that the claim is valid for the combination of elements
specifically enumerated, it must still be limited by the prior art to the
form of mechanism described and shown in the specification and draw-
ings, or what is plainly the equivalent The defendants' machine is
quite different in its organization. The pasting mechanism of com·
plainant's machine, which is somewhat complicated in construction,
must be placed directly under the pile of end blanks in order to do its
work. In defendants' machine the paste is applied by a rotary device
below and in front of the stack of blanks, and while the lowermost end
blank is advancing on the reciprocating carrier. The vertical guides
for holding the blanks in defendants' machine, unlike the complainant's,
have no reciprocating movement towards the pastel's; neither do they
hold the end blanks above the pastel's, or exercise any cOfitrol or guid-
ance by which the surface to be pasted is determined. The Cushman
carrier operates more as a pusher, and quite differently from the defend-
ants' carrier with its forward projecting fingers. But, without enter-
ing into further details, we are of opinion that the blank in defendants'
machine is pasted and transferred from the pile of blanks into position
on the box-body in a materially different manner from that described by
Cushman in his patent, and by means which cannot be considered equiva-
lent, in view of the scope of the Cushman invention, and that, therefore,
there is no infringement. Bill dismissed.

UNITED STATES PLAYING-CARD CO. v. SPAULDING et at
(CircuIt Court, S. D. New York. November 23, 1898.)

PATENTS-ApPARATUS FOR PLAYING DVPLICATE WHIST.
The Bisler patent, No. 525,941, for an apparatus for playing duplIcate

whIst, held valid and infringed as to claIms 1, 2, and 4.

This is a suit in equity by the United States Playing-Card Company
against A. G. Spaulding & Bros. for infringement of a patent.
Arthur v. Briesen, for plaintiff.
Fred. L. Chappell, for defendants.

WHEELER, District Judge. This suit is brought for alleged in·
fringement of patent No. 525,941, applied for December 30, 1893, dated
September 11, 1894, and issued to Gustav A. Bisler, for apparatus for
playing duplicate whist; consisting of two square plates, with corner
blocks between, forming sides, and a center block, whose sides form
the inner ends, of pockets, in which the hands of cards are kept, by
springs, in their original order, showing the lead, for playing again in
the same order with a different lead, with recesses in the edges of the
plates for the fingers to withdraw the hands of cards. The specifica-
tion refers to drawings showing the parts by letters, and the claims
are for:
(1) An apparatus for playing duplicate whist, consistIng of a tray composed

of plates, with intervening corner and central blocks, forming pockets closed
on theIr sides and inner ends, and open at the outer edge of the tra y, sub-


